THE FOLLOWING LABOUR ENTAILS AN OUTLINE OF THE ABUSES AND CONCERNS ASSOCIATED WITH LABOUR BROKING AS IDENTIFIED AT THE PUBLIC HEARINGS CONVENED BY THE LABOUR PORTFOLIO COMMITTEE:

Violations of the Labour Relations Act (LRA)

1. Labour broker contracts often exclude the right to strike in contravention of the LRA and Constitution

2. Workers are -threatened with dismissals should they join unions. Some labour broker contracts even require workers to sign stating that they will not join unions. Workers are often moved around between different workplaces to prevent them unionising.

3. Illegal forms of discipline adopted. No compliance with due process or worker's right to present his/her side of the story. Dismissals without following proper procedures are common.

4. Scab labour is used as a mechanism to undermine the right to strike and collective bargaining in general.

5. Minimal job security. A client who does not want a specific worker for arbitrary reason often instructs the agency to allocate someone else. As the client is not treated as an employer, the worker does not recourse to protection against unfair dismissal. The worker is treated as still being employed by the broker despite not being given any assignments.

6. Violations of LRA retrenchment provisions. Often full time/permanent workers are retrenched only to be re-hired or replaced through brokers, with wages and employment conditions being substantially downgraded.

7. Workers are often misled by the nature of the contracts, often believing that they are employed on a permanent basis only to discover that they have been employed on a short term contract by a labour broker.

Violations of the Basic Conditions of Employment Act (BCEA)

1. Wage rates are lower for workers supplied by labour brokers as compared to permanent counterparts employed by the same "client", and despite work being the same. Bargaining council agreements are generally not applied either.

2. Non-wage benefits and rights such as medical aid, retirement provision, shift allowance, transport maternity leave and sick leave are not provided, although permanent workers (directly employed by the so-called client) are entitled to them. This is treated as a cost-saving by employers.

3. Illegal deductions are made from wages and often not explained. Sometimes deductions amount to the greater proportion of the entire wage paid out.

4. Violations of minimum conditions including work hours.

5. Late payments of wages

6. Poor income security as salary fluctuates from month to month

7. Sick workers are replaced by others furnished by the broker and are not paid during this period.

8. Longer work hours in violation of the BCEA

9. Overtime not paid

10. Payslips not provided.

11.lf workers manage to negotiate a higher rate of pay often brokers will reduce hours to so that they do not receive the benefit of this.

Violations of Employment Equity and Unfair Discrimination

1. Overt gender and racial discriminatory practices in violation of the Employment Equity Act

2. Labour brokers apply racial profiling systems to workers in determining appropriate placements

Health and Safety Violations

1. Protective clothing is not provided or if the labour broker agency does provide them then workers are charged for the costs.

2. As assignments are often short-term in nature workers supplied by a broker are often unfamiliar with the hazards and safety procedures applicable to a particular workplace, and certainly do not receive the same training as permanent and directly employed workers. Accidents are therefore more likely to occur.

3. Neither the client company nor the broker takes responsibility for workers who are injured. Often all that happens is that the injured worker is removed from others and no treatment is provided.

Skills Development

1. No access to training and development opportunities

2. Progressive deskilling of workers due to short-term and irregular nature of contracts.

3. Often do not contribute towards skills levy.

Other/General Concerns

1. Overall employment conditions are such that workers are trapped in a continuous poverty cycle.

2. Growing feminisation of precarious work with men being replaced by men as they are paid less.

3. Labour brokers destroy decent or quality jobs by displacing worker from sector that workplace is located in and through the use of insecure contractual relations.

4. Labour broking has become a mechanism that is intentionally used for the purpose of evading compliance with labour legislation, which is seen as a nuisance and additional cost.

5. Workers who are vulnerable in society and socio-economically predominate amongst those forced to work through labour broker agencies.

6. Workers remain in a temporary position despite being employed/located within a client's workplace for lengthy or indefinite period. There is currently no definition of "temporary work"

7. There is little distinction between abusive practices of large industry players and so-called "bakkie brigade". General violations and overall poorer working conditions are applicable to both.

8. Workers under labour brokers are vulnerable to sexual harassment owing to precarious nature of their contracts.

9. Has the effect of increasing xenophobia especially as differential conditions are employed

10. Has the effect of fragmenting the workplace and sectors, by dividing workers even if they are doing the same work. Thereby undermines rights to collective bargaining. This facilitates environment where differential conditions are applicable to workers.

11. lt is not possible simply to cure many of the above problems by extending the application of legislation to workers with labour brokers. Some rights "disappear"

once they become party to the triangular employment relationship. For example,' what rights can be applied in terms of section 189 and 189A of the LRA to such workers.

Another example that illustrates this is section 197 if a client company is transferred or sold as a going concern, only those directly employed will be transferred in terms of section 197 of the LRA as workers supplied by the broker are treated as part of a commercial contract.

12. With the general worsening of conditions of workers subject to labour broking and other atypical work arrangements, the effect is that the employers are benefiting not only by avoiding labour law organisations but are effectively being subsidised by Government who must then provide such services as pensions and public health care for these workers.

